
Party Leadership and
Revolutionary Power
in China
Edited by JOHN WILSON LEWIS
Twelve scholars from Britain and the United States examine
Communist party politics as they evolved before the Communist
takeover in 1949. 'The impact of a volume such as this which
throws timidity to the wind and wrestles with the enigmas of
contemporary China is refreshing.' Far Eastern Economic Review

Cloth £4 net Paperback 25s. net

The Democratic Citizen
Social Science and Democratic Theory in the
Twentieth Century
DENNIS F.THOMPSON
Looks at the results of empirical studies in the social sciences
with reference to current American and British democratic
theory. The author argues that the findings of social science do
not undermine a democratic theory that places confidence in the
political capacities of citizens. 55s. net

Participation and
Democratic Theory
CAROLE PATEMAN
The current demands for more participation in politics comes
into conflict with elitist theories emphasizing the dangers of
widespread popular participation. Mrs Pateman examines this
problem, concluding that participation can still have an important
place in a modern theory of democracy. 30s. net

The Social and Political
Thought of Karl Marx
SHLOMO AVINERI
'A work of intense lucidity and concision, the offspring of an
effortless command of English and superb analytical skill.'
Tribune. Now available in paperback 15s. net
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The Prophet Armed: Trotsky 1879—1921
The Prophet Unarmed: Trotsky 1921-1929
The Prophet Outcast: Trotsky 1929-1940
ISAAC DEUTSCHER
Isaac Deutscher's three-volume life of Trotsky, first published between 1954
and 1963, ranks, as The Guardian has said, 'among the great political
biographies of our time, both as a work of scholarship that is indispens-
able to our understanding of the Soviet Union and as the life story of a
complex and fascinating personality'. This classic work is now available
in paper covers. £1.25 each Oxford Paperbacks

Constitutionalism and the
Separation of Powers
M. J. C. VILE
The doctrine of the separation of legislative from executive power has
played a major role in the evolution of Western constitutionalism and
of modern forms of government. This book traces the history of the
doctrine from its birth during the English Civil War to its place in twen-
tieth-century political thought. On its first publication it was described
in The Economist as 'profoundly and extensively informative'. Paper
covers £1.25

The Real World of Democracy
C. B. MACPHERSON
Professor Macpherson examines what he considers to be three legitimate
forms of democracy: the liberal democracy of the West, the kind of
democracy practised in the Soviet block countries, and the mass democracy
of the newly independent states of Asia and Africa. Paper covers 30p

The American Federal Government
MAX BELOFF
First published in 1959, and now revised to take account of developments
in the last ten years, this book describes and analyses the American system
of government today. Professor Beloff discusses the nature of the
system and the significance of a written constitution, and analyses the
position of the President, the Administration, Congress, and the
political parties. Second edition 45p OPUS
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ALLIANCE POLITICS
Richard Neustadt
184 pages 54s (£2.70)

FREE PRESS, FREE
PEOPLE

The best cause
John Hohenberg
325 pages 72s (£3.60)

COMMUNIST CHINA AND
LATIN AMERICA
Cecil Johnson
352 pages maps 90s (£4.50)

THE NEW NATIONS IN
THE UNITED NATIONS
David A. Kay
260 pages 90s (£4.50)

COLUMBIA ESSAYS IN
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
The Dean's Papers, Volume V: 1969
edited by Andrew W. Cordier
300 pages 90s (£4.50)

SCANDINAVIAN POLITICAL
STUDIES Vol. V: 1970
edited by Olof Ruin
340 pages 72s (£3.60)

LAND AND
CONSTITUTION IN INDIA
H. C. L. Merillat
304 pages 90s (£4.50)

Columbia University Press
70 Great Russell Street
London WC1B 3BY

American Images of
Soviet Foreign Policy
by William Welch
336 pages 90s (£4.50)

What Price Vigilance?
The Burdens of National
Defense
by Bruce M. Russett
270 pages Cloth 68s (£3.40)
Paper 22s (£1.10)

The Analysis of
Political Cleavages
by Douglas W. Rae and
Michael J. Taylor
156 pages Cloth 90s (£4.50)
Paper 27s (£1.35)

Resolving Conflict in
Africa
The Fermeda Workshop
edited by Leonard W. Doob
208 pages Cloth 68s (£3.40)
Paper 22s (£1.10)

Agrarian Reform and
Peasant Revolution
in Spain
Origins of the Civil War
by Edward E. Malefakis
480 pages 11 maps 135s (£6.75)

Ethnicity, Party and
National Integration
An Indonesian Case Study
by R. William Liddle
346 pages 79s (£3.95)

Patterns of Political
Participation in Italy
by Giorgio Galli and Alfonso
Prandi
416 pages 135s (£6.75)
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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

1. All contributions should be sent to: The Editor, British Journal of Political Science, University
of Essex, Colchester, Essex.

2. Articles submitted to the journal should in general be between 5,000 and 12,000 words
long, though articles outside these limits will be acceptable if there is some good reason for their
exceptional length or brevity. Articles in two or more parts may be accepted provided each part is
independently intelligible.

3. Notes are welcome and every effort will be made to publish them quickly. A note should con-
tain a body of original information, a new method for doing something or a new idea (speculation,
argument, proof, etc.) presented in a brief and unadorned form without any inessential commentary.
Only exceptionally will notes over two thousand words in length be accepted.

4. It is hoped to carry in each issue, where possible, an article of some 10,000 words reviewing the
state of some area of the discipline. Review articles submitted without prior consultation will be
considered, but in their own interest contributors would be well advised not to prepare a review
article specially for the journal without first discussing the subject with the editor.

5. Letters, criticisms of articles, and similar contributions will be considered for early publi-
cation, especially if they are brief—say under 1,000 words.

6. Authors of articles and review articles receive twenty-five free offprints. Additional copies may
be bought if ordered at proof stage.

7. Submission of an article is taken to imply that it has not previously been published, or is not
being considered for publication elsewhere.

8. Contributions intended for publication should, if possible, be submitted IN DUPLICATE. They
must be typed and reproduced in any clearly legible form. The preferred size of paper is A4
(8i x 1 i i in) but quarto (8x10 in) or the US standard size (8£ x 11 in) will also be accepted.

9. The entire material, including quotations, footnotes, appendices, etc., should be double
spaced with left-hand margins of at least 1} in. The preferred treatment of footnotes is that they
should be numbered consecutively in the text and typed all together at the end, beginning on a fresh
page, but manuscripts employing other methods of arranging footnotes will not be rejected simply
on those grounds.

10. References to books and articles should include the following details: in the case of books,
the full title, publisher and place and date of publication; in the case of articles, the title and author,
page reference (first and last page), full name of the journal, volume and year. Good articles which
contain this bibliographical information will be accepted, even if they do not follow the journal's
own arrangement of the information.

11. Anyone who is contemplating writing an article (etc.) for submission to the journal is urged to
follow the style sheet issued by the journal, which covers a number of detailed points of spelling,
punctuation, etc. Copies can be obtained by writing to the editor; in addition members of the board
and the consultative committee can supply their colleagues with copies.

12. First proofs may be read and corrected by contributors provided that they can give the editor
an address through which they can be reached without delay and can guarantee to return the corrected
proofs to the editor, by airmail where appropriate, within ten days of receiving them. The master
proof will always be sent direct to the editor by the printer; contributors will receive duplicates.
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